
Jeff Edwards I would read Vogon poetry to them until their major intestines leap straight up 

through their necks and throttle their brains. 

Shannon 

Richardson 

In the spirit of HG Wells’ War of the Worlds, I think I would breathe, cough or sneeze 

on them. Surely they are vulnerable to our germs and viruses. 

Nathaniel Torson I’d let them download the internet. The sheer weight of human stupidity and 

perversion would convince them that there is, in fact, nothing culturally useful here, 

that the madness is possibly infectious (and the number of humans who will be racing 

to copulate with you definitely are) and humanity is definitely not worth the time and 

effort to invade, but fascinating enough to watch from a very long distance and use as 

a cautionary tale (so they won’t bomb us out of existence). 

Rick Pikul Take advantage of a fact: Interstellar travel is the ultimate example of a transport 

limited force. We can pay the butcher’s bill, they can’t. 

Michael Nicholas 

mbn18201 

Bear with me, and spin up the troll logic. In space there is no air, fish don’t need air to 

breathe, therefore we can strap rocket launchers, machine guns, laser turrets etc. to 

sharks, don our spacesuits, saddle up, and fly into glorious battle against our 

extraterrestrial foe. Warm up the Great Whites lads- we take to the stars! 

Michael Nicholas 

mbn18201 

Thank you, I always knew my understanding of science to be without flaw. 

Alternatively, anti-satellite, or surface launched missiles with warheads stuffed to the 

brim with thousands of tiny tungsten ball bearings. Missiles detonate in high orbit, a 

nice layer of high-velocity orbital debris to mess with their ships. Scorched space 

policy. bit of a pyrrhic victory, to be honest, but what’s a cloud of killer ball-bearings to 

the invasion of Earth? 

Ira Kinser I wouldn't. I would hijack one of their transport ships and start a new life as an 

intergalactic trader. 

Kevin Allison I would not stop but would assimilate and the turn on them as a double agent. 

War Stories I'd block you as spam. 

Michael Farinola One alien at a time...at least in the beginning. Not attacking the main force until I 

know more about them.  No queue needed, just target of opportunity. 

Evil John Mays ok, legit answer, let them. Welcome them, lie to them, turn on them, and eat them. 

Donna Kallas Stephen Tyler should be the Ambassador by welcoming them. The "Screaming 

Demon" would break their eardrums, 

 Donna Kallas Most Aliens R depicted as small w/ lg. heads/brains. Bring on the so-called psychics 2 



send mixed messages. and mess up those brain signals. 

 Donna Kallas turn off the power grids (until the timing is right) & in the meantime, others portray 

zombies. Then... POW! This could work! (we already have a bunch of zombies) 

Countries could end up annihilating each other and.. 

Tieman Zwaan infect the alien computernetwork with copies of Candycrush; watch all alien 

productivity come to a grinding halt. 

T. Gene Davis I'd stop an alien invasion by teaching a small dog to yawn. RIP Douglas Adams 

Evil John Mays one grainy image of Miss Cyrus swinging naked from a wrecking ball would be enough 

be for them just to nuke us.  Right? their scouts will either thought to be insane, or we 

as a planet will be to valuable as a reality show to just invade. 

Donna Kallas After observatories detect oncoming Alien Spaceships World-wide Defense Depts. 

deploy strategic command posts 

Adam Vickery w/a long term alien outreach strategy, culminating in a 'Burning man' style cross-

species festival. Or w/nukes. 

Kevin John Find the alien spaceship's power source and shut it down. No power, no alien 

invasion. #likeaboss 

John Davis With a female character that shags easily and wears very little clothing? 

#guardianangel 

Russell Flowers Step on them. You see, the twist is, they're very very tiny. 

Qwill I'd call Torchwood. 

JW Bjerk transmit to the aliens some of the many "historical documents" we have of horribly 

failed alien invasions.  Offer terms. 

Duncs We point all satellites into deep space & transmit 'Lost' 24x7 - by the time they work it 

out, We'll be gone. But they will be wondering, so are they all dead and we dont need 

to go... or ...  Let's watch from the start 

Patrick Bryant Tax their income at 75% 

Donna Kallas Have many Dennis Rodman clones try to negotiate.  

 Should scare the heck out of them... or make them our friends 

Cara Brookins To stop an alien invasion we should destroy our climate. Wait doing that... We should 



behave badly. Oh wait... We're good! 

Doug J. Cooper Sid the spy, Cheryl the Fleet officer, and Criss the AI crystal—all characters in Crystal 

Deception—would kick butt! 

PenName 

Publishing 

sacrifice Justin Bieber, they would lose all hope in the human race and run away 

screaming. 

Carl Forsling A computer virus based on Apple iOS, duh. 

 


